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§ome approximation theorems tor normal tunctions 1)

1. Suppose t]nat f(z) is a nonconstant normal meromorphic function
(see [2, p. 86]) in the open unit, disk D . We are going to show, among

other things, that if the set A(f) of asymptotic values of / is of harmonic

mea,sure zero, then there exists a set § of points on the unit circle J-, where

§ is both of Lebesgue me&sure 2n arld a residual set, in the sense of Baire

category, with the following property: the function l@) approximates

every complex value arbitrarily closely on eYery continuous ourve in D
that intersects I in a point of 19 at an angle different from zero.

This generalizes in several directions certain classical results of P. J.
Myrberg (t31, t4l). (A very special case to which our theorem applies is that
of the elliptic modular function.)

2. We denote by A the extended complex plane. lf z and z' &re

points of D , then g(z , z') is the non-Euclidean hyperbolic distance be-

i*"", them. A Stolz angle with vertex f € I will be called a Stolz angle

at C. By an arc at |-er we mean a continuous curYe A:z:z(t\
(0<r<I) suchthat lz(l)l <1 for 0<r<l and lim z(t):6' A

terminal subarc of an arc A al c is a subarc of A of the form z : z(t)

(to3t<l), where 0(l,<f .Byanadmissiblearcat ( wemeanan
arc at ( having a tangent at I different from the tangent to I at C '

If f(z) ismeromorphicin D, and Ce f , theclustersetof f at e'

is denoted bV C(1, 0; the cluster set of f at C on an arc A al C , or

onaStolz angle A at (, isdenotedby C-r(f ,C),Cr(f , () , respectively.

we write cfr(f , a : y cr(f , () , where the union is taken over all stolz

angles A at C. Wedefine IIr(f ,():lC,r(f ,(), wheretheintersection

1) Presented at the conference on the Theory of Functions of a single complex

variablo, Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut, oberwolfach, Germany, March 25, 1963.
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is taken over all admissible arcs A at e . The set of points 6 € l- such
th.at Coff,C): Co,ff, f) for every pair of Stolz angles /,/' at ( is
called Jf(fl . (The set K(/) is always a residual subset of l" of me&sure
2n 12, p. 681.)

3. Our theorems are based upon the following general
Lemma. Let f (z) be a normal, meromorphic functi,on 'i,n D , and, sugtgtose

that CeKff). Then nrff,C):Caff,C).
Proof: Suppose that ae IIr(f,() . Then aeO,r(f ,l) for everyad-

missible arc A ot e . Since ,4 intersects I at a, nonzero angle, there
exists a Stolz angle / at ( containing a terminal subarc of. A . Clearly
Cu(f , e) gCoff ,C) , so that c» e Crs ff , e) .

Nowsupposethat ae Creff,q.Let A beanyadmissiblearcal (.
Since e e Kff), we have ae Co$,() for eoery Stolz angle Å at e ,

and hence there exists & sequence of points {z'") in D, where LZ"": C

and lia/(z'") : *, such that, for an appropriate sequence of points {2,}

on z1 with limz,: (, we have lim Q@^,2'.):0. X'rom the fact that
. n+@ n+6

f(z) is a normal meromorphic function in D , we infer [1, p. 10, Lemma l]
that lim f(""): ar, andhence co eC"(f , f) . Thisholdsforanarbitrary

admissible arc A at e , and therefore co€ II, (f , C) .

4. Theorem l. Let f(z) be a nonconstant normal, meromorph,i,c functi,on
'i,n D , and, sultpose that A(f) ,i,s of harmonic measure zero. Then there erists
a resid,ucLl, subset ,S ,f I of measure 2n such that, for euery f € 

^g ,Irr(f,c):Q.
Proof: According to Plessner's theorem [2, p. 70], almost every point of

J- is either a Fatou point or a Plessner point of /. The set of Fatou points of
/ , however, must be of measure zeto, otherwise Prir,'alov's theorem 12,p.721
would imply a contradiction to the fact fhaf f is nonconstant, and A(f)
is of harmonic measure zero. Hence, the set I(f) of Plessner points of /
is of measure 2n. It,follot's [2, p.65] that 1(/) is also aresidualsubsetof
l. If CeI$), then Cnff,q:Q, andsince I(l)cK(/), ourLemma
yields IIr(f , il: C-nff, e). Setting §:1(/) , r,re obtain Theorem 1.

A set of linear measure zero may be of positive harmonic measure

12, p. 71. fn case ,a (/) is knov'n merely to be of linear me&sure zero, we have
nevertheless the following result.

Theorem 2. Let f(z) be a nonconstant normal meromorphic functi,on i,n
D , anil, suppose that A(f) i,s of linear nlea,sure zero. Then there etists a res,iilual,
subset R oJ I suchthat,foreaery eeB,Ilr(l,e):Q.
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Proof: Since /(z) is nonconstant and A(f) is of linear me&sure zero,
wehave C$,e):Q for every 6e I12, p.511. Itfollows[2, III,§3]
that I(f) is a residual subset of -I- . As in the proof of Theorem l, C e I$)
implies ihat il, (f , C) : !) , and setting R : I(l), we obtain Theorem 2.
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